The paper presents a possible path to the sp(3) BRST Lagrangean formalism for a 1-reducible gauge field theory starting from the Hamiltonian one. This appears to be not at all a trivial attempt and will allow explanation of the structure of generators and the form of the master equations in the Lagrangean sp(3) theories. The Freedman-Townsend model, for which a Lagrangean (covariant) sp(3) theory is important, is presented.
Introduction
When a gauge theory has to be analyzed, it is convenient to use the Hamiltonian description which is simpler to construct, but has the disadvantage of not being covariant. The attempt to directly build the covariant Lagrangean formalism sometimes presents difficulties; this is why obtaining this formalism through its equivalence with the Hamiltonian one becomes an interesting option.
Until now, the equivalence problem between the two formalisms, the Lagrangean and the Hamiltonian, for gauge theories has been studied in the frame of the standard BRST theory [1] [2] [3] . The same problem for the sp(2) irreducible theories was tackled in [4] . Now, for the first time up to our knowledge, the equivalence problem is analyzed for a 1-reducible gauge theory in the frame of the sp(3) BRST context. As we will see, it is not at all a trivial generalization of the previous cases. The importance of our approach consists in the fact that it will allow the explanation of the form of the master equations in the Lagrangean case, an explanation not at all clear in a direct Lagrangean construction. Although it is not tackled here, the gauge fixing problem is also clearly solved on the basis of the equivalence [5] .
One of the main difficulties in our attempt will consist in establishing an equivalence between the generator spectra of the two theories, as long as that corresponding to the Lagrangean construction is sensibly larger [6] . Another important problem is connected with the equations describing the Lagrangean formalism. The form of the master equations in the Lagrangean case are not at all clear, neither as to origin nor as to significance. It is the main goal of this paper to illuminate these aspects starting with the Hamiltonian sp(3) case [7] . The general theory will be applied to the case of the Freedman-Townsend model [8] , a model intensively studied because of its connections with the non-linear σ-model and with the string theory [9] . The BRST structure of this model is well-known for the sp(2) BRST symmetry [10] , and even for the sp(3) case [11, 12] . No studies on the equivalence between the Lagrangean and the Hamiltonian description in these {sp(n), n ≥ 2} cases have been undertaken.
We will start from the general sp(3) Hamiltonian formalism for reducible theories, which will be briefly reviewed in the next section. The complete form of the BRST charges for non-constant reducibility functions will be presented for the first time here. Starting from these results, we will try to construct, in the third section of the paper, the main aspects of the sp(3) Lagrangean description. This will require finding the appropriate ghost spectrum, deducing and explaining the form of the master equation in this general case and effectively obtaining the form of the BRST generator. The concrete expressions for all these in the case of the Freedman-Townsend model will be presented in the fourth section and commented on in the last part of the paper.
The Hamiltonian BRST formalism
Let us consider in the phase space M 0 = {q i , p i ; i = 1, ..., N } a dynamical system described by the Hamiltonian H 0 (q, p) and by the set of first class irreducible constraints {G α 0 = 0; α 0 = 1, ..., m 0 }.The Grassmann parities are to be: (q i ) = (p i ) = i and (G α 0 ) = α 0 . The gauge algebra is given by:
In the BRST description of this constrained system, an extended phase space M = {q i , p i , Q A , P A ; A = 1, ...} that could be organized as a differential complex, endowed with a total BRST differential s has to be defined. This differential operator is usually expressed as a sum 
where Ω is called the BRST charge. In terms of this charge, the nilpotency of s is expressed as
The solving of equation (4) with adequate boundary conditions represents one of the main problems of the BRST technique. Another important problem which has to be solved consists in determining the BRST Hamiltonian, H. It requires solution of the equation:
with boundary condition
The BRST approach is completely achieved after gauge fixing. This is done by choosing an adequate fermion function Y which will fix the Hamiltonian
Special constructions when the BRST operator s can be split in many anticommuting pieces have been proposed-the sp(2) case [13] and the sp(3) case [5, 7] . In this last case,
In order to illustrate how the extended phase space for the sp(3) case is achieved, let us construct the Koszul complex generated by ghost momenta and endowed with a total Koszul differential:
The requirements of acyclicity for {δ a ; a = 1, 2, 3} demand the introduction of some supplementary ghost momenta defined by the relations:
When the constraints are reducible-that is, some nontrivial relations of the form
.., m 1 exist, new generators are necessary. They will be defined by the relations:
Conclusion
The complete spectrum of ghost momenta for 1-reducible theory in the sp(3) BRST theory is:
The canonical structure of the total complex will be obtained by defining a longitudinal complex, and a longitudinal derivative d
The longitudinal complex is generated by q i and the ghost variables:
where (Q A ) = (P A ). The canonical structure is defined in respect with a generalized Poisson bracket. For two arbitrary functionals, F and G, we will consider:
The graduations of the variables in the sp(3) theory will be given [7] by the following degrees: ghost number (gh), resolution degree(res) and level number (lev). The first two degrees are defined in the usual way. For the generators of the extended space phase we have just constructed, we will consider:
The level number has positive values for the ghost variables Q A , negative values for the ghost momenta P A and it vanishes for the true variables q i , p i . We will adopt, both for operators and for variables, notations of the form A ≡ (gh,lev)
A . The two numbers are additive, that is
For the sp(3) theory, the main quantities are the three BRST charges Ω a and the extended Hamiltonian H. The BRST charges represent the canonical transcription of the BRST symmetries:
The relation (8) imposes the fulfilling of the following equations:
These equations must be completed by adequate boundary conditions:
The extended Hamiltonian will be obtained as the solution of the following problem:
The solution of these problems depends on the type of theory. For the 1-reducible problem, in the case of constant Z
, the BRST charges are given in [7] . In the general case, as we will consider in the next section, the complete form of the three BRST charges is presented for the first time here:
where the structure functions M and N are given by
with N
and satisfying the relations:
[N
They are chosen to ensure the acyclicity of the BRST differentials. In the previous relations, as well as throughout this paper, we use the De Witt notations.
The Lagrangean formalism from the Hamiltonian one
In the Lagrangean case, the starting point of the analysis of 1-reducible theory is represented by the Lagrangean action S 0 [q i ] which is invariant under the gauge transformations
The gauge generators R i α 0
[q] satisfy the reducibility relations
The functions Z
(q) are the first order reducibility functions and we will consider the case in which these are independent.
The sp(3) Lagrangean theory will lead us to an action of the form
.. where Q
A coincides with the Hamiltonian spectrum (12) and . In the Hamiltonian case, each of these variables has to be added to the set of fields and has one associated momentum: p α 0 for u α 0 and p α 1 for u α 1 . In contrast, the Lagrangean formalism is larger and the multipliers will lead to the extension of the set of antifields by a large number of quantities:
All these variables can be arranged on many levels with respect to the graduation rules we have chosen, respectively using the ghost number and the level number. In view of this, we may identify:
The Lagrange multipliers are very useful in the gauge fixing procedure, too. Starting from the gauge fixing function in the Hamiltonian case and the identifications (29), we can show that an appropriate gauge fixing function would have in our case the form:
To conclude, we can rearrange the generators of the extended spaces used in the two formalisms by pointing out the existence of a set of common fields:
and the one of the set (29) of common momenta/ antifields. The proof of the equivalence between the Lagrangean and the Hamiltonian formalisms starts from the requirement of an identical action of the BRST operators on the common fields (31), [2] : s
This relation will be used as a definition for the equivalence between the two formalisms. We have to mention that in the Lagrangean formalism, the action of s L a consists of two parts, a canonical one, represented in the form of the antibracket, and a non-canonical one, materialized in the form of an operator V a , unknown until now for the sp (3) 
The action of the "non-canonical" operators V a on the fields (31) is trivial in the Lagrangean case, so the condition (32) takes for these fields the form:
This is not the case for the Lagrange multipliers, since there is a nontrivial action of V a on the attached bar-antifields:
Relation (35) allows us to find a concrete form for the operators V a and, as a result, of the master equations in the sp(3) formalism:
The only thing remaining to do in order to recover the sp(3) Lagrangean formalism from the Hamiltonian one is to solve the master equations
and, thus, to determine the generator S. We need the border terms given by equation (32). Using (30), the gauge fixed action has the form:
The Freedman-Townsend model
The Freedman-Townsend model is described by an action of the form:
where the B μν m represent some antisymmetric tensor fields and the strength field has the form:
The structure functions f m nr are real constants in our model. The remaining first class constraints, after use of the Dirac brackets and the reducibility relations, will be:
The common set of fields (31) in our concrete example has the form: 
In the previous relations, we denoted: 
